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Boulder Restaurant Channel and Search Engine Announces Online 
Database of Boulder Colorado Restaurants 

 
Boulder Restaurant Channel and Search Engine becomes a popular place to search for local restaurants  

 
Boulder, Colorado-September 22, 2009- The Boulder Restaurant Channel and Search Engine is an online 
resource used to find A to Z listings of all Boulder Colorado restaurants. A compressive list of restaurant 
categories to choose from including Sushi, 2 for 1 deals, family, 29th street retail district, best restaurants, 
Asian, Mexican, Italian, Happy Hour, Fine Dining, and many more. Many restaurants have customized videos 
produced by Boulder Channel One that display the food and atmosphere of the restaurant. 
According to CEO Jann Scott, “ The ability for people to watch the videos before visiting a specific restaurant is 
very popular. People from around Boulder use the search engine to plan their night out in Boulder. Boulder 
Restaurant Channel and Search Engine is easy to operate, it takes two minutes to find a restaurant. Often times 
two people will talk over the phone and decide to go out. One of them will come to our search engine and scroll 
through the categories and find, let’s say Sushi, and look at the menu, see the food. After that they will go to the 
‘dinner and a movie section’ to find a move for after dinner. Then to see how the weather will turn out they can 
go to the weather section and see how the Boulder night will turn out.” 
 
The Boulder Restaurant Channel and Search Engine also combines the ability to check up to the minute movie 
listings to plan a perfectly choreographed night out in Boulder including the local weather. Each listing includes 
related the options to redeem coupons and whether or not the restaurant delivers. The ability to reserve seating 
online or order from your office is available at The Boulder Restaurant Channel and Search Engine. 
“Since every listing is up to date and verified nobody will ever call or show up to a restaurant and find that they 
are closed or have even moved, we update our fully comprehensive database daily and are adding new content 
all the time. We have specialized advertising packages that some of the restaurants choose to participate in. We 
use this proven financial revenue model in The Boulder Restaurant Channel and Search Engine. It’s what is 
popular in Boulder and we are continuing to run strong.” Said Scott 
About Channel One Networks: 
 
The Channel One Networks was founded by Jann Scott, a Boulder tech mogul with decades of experience in 
internet, television, print, video and radio news broadcasting. In 2005 his company created and soft launched 
The World Channels. Scott then created an entire satellite system of TV channels online. Channel One 
Networks is internet only television designed for the local community, however through national media 
partnerships, weekly shows are aired on traditional television. The staff is a mix of seasoned advertising media 
types and young hip designers. Channel One Networks relies on sound financial and production models that 
utilize the unique and upcoming social platform of internet television. For more information please visit, 
http://www.boulderchannel1.com  
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